
Chapter 7

Extensions

In multiple linear regression models, the response variable should be quantita-

tive, having meaningful numerical values where the numbers represent actual

quantities of time, money, weight, and so on. By contrast, in this chapter we

introduce some extensions of linear regression modeling that are designed for

qualitative (categorical) response variables. Rather than give a detailed dis-

cussion of these extensions (which lies beyond the scope of this book), we

instead give a brief introduction to these more advanced regression modeling

techniques through specific applications, and discuss some additional modeling

topics.

Section 7.1 includes two examples of generalized linear models: logistic re-

gression for binary (two-outcome) responses and Poisson regression for count

data responses. In Section 7.2 we present a discrete choice application in which

the response variable observations identify which of a discrete set of alternatives

is chosen (e.g., these alternatives might be transit or brand choices, or, for the

example considered here, Oscar-winning movie choices). Section 7.3 contains

an application of multilevel regression modeling, where the data have a hier-

archical structure in which the units of observation (homes, say) are grouped

(by county, say), and the response of interest (level of radon gas in this exam-

ple) is expected to vary systematically not only from home to home but also
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from county to county. Finally, Section 7.4 contains not so much an extension

to the regression modeling techniques discussed in this book as an alternative

approach to the statistical philosophy that motivates regression modeling. In

particular, we briefly introduce the “Bayesian” approach to statistical inference

(in contrast to the “frequentist” approach used in the rest of the book).

After reading this chapter you should be able to:

• Apply logistic regression to model the probability that a binary response

variable is 1 (rather than 0) as a function of the predictor variables.

• Apply Poisson regression to model a count response variable as a function

of the predictor variables.

• Use discrete choice models to analyze a multinomial response variable as a

function of the predictor variables.

• Use multilevel models that allow predictor variables to be measured at dif-

ferent levels so that we can analyze the effects of individual-level predictors

and group-level predictors on the response variable.

One regression topic that we do not consider in this book is that of nonlin-

ear regression. In linear regression models, the expected value of the response

variable can be written as a linear combination of predictor terms (as in the

equation at the end of Section 182). Mathematically, the regression equation

is “linear in the regression parameters.” By contrast, nonlinear regression is

a method for estimating regression models that cannot be written as a linear

combination of predictor terms (the regression equation is “nonlinear in the

regression parameters”). Such models typically arise in situations where the

form of the nonlinear regression equation is theoretically prescribed by the ap-

plication (e.g., in experimental science contexts). For further details, see Bates
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and Watts [1988], Seber and Wild [2003], and Ratkowsky [1990].

7.1. Generalized linear models

Generalized linear models (GLMs), first proposed by Nelder and Wedderburn

[1972], extend the multiple linear regression model considered in Chapters 3–

6 (and which can be motivated using an underlying normal distribution), to

include other underlying probability distributions, such as the “binomial” and

“Poisson” distributions. The specifics of how this is accomplished lie beyond the

scope of this book but are covered rigorously by McCullagh and Nelder [1989].

For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that GLMs greatly extend the types

of problems we can tackle by allowing not just quantitative response variables

(as for multiple linear regression), but also qualitative response variables. For

example, in Section 7.1.1 we discuss a medical application in which the response

outcome is whether a potentially cancerous tumor is malignant or benign. Such

a binary (two-outcome) response can be modeled using “logistic regression,” a

GLM based on the binomial distribution. Section 7.1.2 contains a marketing

example in which the response outcome is a count of the number of bottles

of wine sold in a restaurant per week. Such a response can be modeled using

“Poisson regression,” a GLM based on the Poisson distribution.

The need to use a GLM rather than a linear regression model generally

relates to the nature of the response variable, not the predictor variables.

By itself, any nonnormality of predictor variables is not generally relevant

to whether a linear regression model or a GLM is more appropriate. If the

quantitative predictor variables in a linear regression have approximate normal

distributions then the modeling process and results tend to be more straight-
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forward, but there is no requirement for the quantitative predictor variables to

have approximate normal distributions. It is possible (even common) to esti-

mate perfectly good linear regression models with nonnormal predictor distri-

butions.

There are many other types of GLM not considered here, probably the most

common of which are “log-linear” models. Agresti [2012] provides a compre-

hensive review of log-linear models and other categorical data analysis methods

[or see Agresti, 2018, for an introductory-level book].

7.1.1. Logistic regression

The Wisconsin Breast Cancer Data [Bennett and Mangasarian, 1992], avail-

able in the BCWIS data file, consist of 683 cases of potentially cancerous

tumors, 444 of which turned out to be benign and 239 of which were ma-

lignant. Determining whether a tumor is malignant or benign is traditionally

accomplished with an invasive surgical biopsy procedure. An alternative, less

invasive technique called “fine needle aspiration” (FNA) allows examination of

a small amount of tissue from the tumor. For the Wisconsin data, FNA pro-

vided nine cell features for each case; a biopsy was then used to determine the

tumor status as malignant or benign. Is it possible to determine whether and

how these cell features tell us anything about the tumor status? In other words,

do the cell features allow us to predict tumor status accurately, so that FNA

could be used as an alternative to the biopsy procedure for future patients?

In this situation, the predictors (-1, -2, . . . ) are the features of the tissue

cells, and the response outcome (.) is binary; that is, there are two possible

values: benign or malignant. We can code this as . =0 for one outcome (benign,
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say) and . =1 for the other outcome (malignant). However, it is inappropriate

to then use this as the response variable in a multiple linear regression analysis.

In particular, the residuals from such a model would almost certainly not satisfy

the four usual linear regression assumptions (zero mean, constant variance,

normality, independence). Instead, for binary response outcomes like this, we

can use logistic regression to see how the outcome might depend on the values

of the predictor variables.

In particular, logistic regression models the probability that the response .

is 1 (rather than 0), Pr(. = 1). This probability depends on the values of the

predictor variables by way of the following equation:

Pr(. =1) = exp(10 + 11-1 + 12-2 + · · · + 1: -: )
1 + exp(10 + 11-1 + 12-2 + · · · + 1: -: )

. (7.1)

If the value of this equation is high (close to 1), then we predict that the tumor

is more likely to be malignant. If the value of this equation is low (close to 0),

then we predict that the tumor is more likely to be benign.

We hope that the FNA analysis will be reasonably accurate at predicting

the tumor status. However, it is possible that occasionally it will fail to do so,

and a benign tumor will be predicted to be malignant (or vice versa). Statis-

tically, we need to be able to account for this possibility using a probability

distribution. An appropriate distribution for binary outcomes is the Bernoulli

distribution, which states that the outcome is either 1 (with a particular prob-

ability) or 0 (with 1 minus that probability). We can generalize this to the

binomial distribution, which considers the probability of obtaining a particular

number of “1’s” in a series of Bernoulli outcomes.

In linear regression, we estimated the regression parameters (10, 11, etc.)

using least squares. That technique does not work here, so instead we use
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an approach called maximum likelihood . Essentially, maximum likelihood es-

timates are the values of the regression parameters that make the probability

of observing the pattern of responses and predictors in the dataset as large

as possible. This probability is calculated using formulas (not provided here)

based on the binomial distribution just discussed. The important thing for us

is that statistical software can perform this calculation to provide us with re-

gression parameter estimates that enable the most accurate predictions of the

response outcome .. Further details on the mechanics of logistic regression are

available in Hosmer and Lemeshow [2013].

Returning to the breast cancer example, the dataset consists of the follow-

ing response and predictor variables:

. = 0 if benign, 1 if malignant

-1 = clump thickness

-2 = cell size uniformity

-3 = cell shape uniformity

-4 = marginal adhesion

-5 = single epithelial cell size

-6 = bare nuclei

-7 = bland chromatin

-8 = normal nucleoli

-9 = mitoses

The predictors, (-1, . . . , -9), are all integer values between 1 and 10 (where
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1 represents a “normal” state, and 10 indicates a “most abnormal” state) and

were determined by a doctor assessing the tissue cells through a microscope.

Consider fitting a logistic regression model to these data. The probability

equation (7.1) can be rewritten

logit(Pr(. =1)) ≡ log

(
Pr(. =1)

1−Pr(. =1)

)
= 10 + 11-1 + 12-2 + · · · + 1: -: .

The ratio Pr(. =1)/(1−Pr(. =1)) is the odds of the outcome . =1 occurring. For

example, if Pr(. =1) is 0.75, then the odds of . =1 occurring is 0.75/0.25 = 3,

that is, three “1’s” for every “0.”

We first propose the following model:

logit(Pr(. =1)) = 10+11-1+12-2+13-3+14-4+15-5+16-6+17-7+18-8+19-9.

Here is part of the output produced by statistical software that displays some

results for this model:

Analysis of Deviance 0

Model Deviance df Chi-square Pr(> j2)

1 Regression 781.46 9 781.46 0.000 1

Residual 102.89 673

Total 884.35 682

0 Response variable: . .

1 Predictors: (Intercept), -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9.
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In a generalized linear model (GLM), the residual deviance plays a similar

role to the residual sum of squares (RSS) in multiple linear regression. Similarly,

an analysis of deviance table serves a similar purpose to an analysis of variance

(ANOVA) table in multiple linear regression. For our purposes, the specific

details behind the calculation of deviance are less important than knowing

how to use this table. For example, we can conduct a “global usefulness test:”

a “null” model (with no predictors) has a deviance of 884.35 (last row in the

table). This deviance can be reduced to 102.89 (second row) by including the

9 predictors -1, . . . , -9 in the model, a reduction of 884.35 − 102.89 = 781.46

(first row). Under a null hypothesis that states the regression parameters for

these 9 predictors are all zero, this reduction in deviance has a j2 (chi-squared)

distribution with 682−673 = 9 degrees of freedom. (Recall from Section 445 that

the j2 distribution, like the F-distribution, is a positively skewed probability

distribution that takes only positive values.) This analysis of deviance test (also

called a “likelihood ratio” test) has a p-value of 0.000, the tail area to the right

of 781.46 for a j2 distribution with 9 degrees of freedom (see computer help

#9 in the software information files available from the book website). This is

sufficient for us to reject the null hypothesis and conclude that at least one of

the 9 regression parameters is non-zero, i.e., at least one of the predictors is

useful (in modeling . ).

Here is some additional statistical software output for this model:
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Parameters 0

Model Estimate Std. Error Z-stat Pr(> |Z|)

1 (Intercept) −10.104 1.175 −8.600 0.000

-1 0.535 0.142 3.767 0.000

-2 −0.006 0.209 −0.030 0.976

-3 0.323 0.231 1.399 0.162

-4 0.331 0.123 2.678 0.007

-5 0.097 0.157 0.617 0.537

-6 0.383 0.094 4.082 0.000

-7 0.447 0.171 2.609 0.009

-8 0.213 0.113 1.887 0.059

-9 0.535 0.329 1.627 0.104

0 Response variable: . .

This part of the output is similar to that for linear regression, the only dif-

ference being that the test statistics (parameter estimates divided by their stan-

dard errors) use the standard normal distribution rather than t-distributions

to determine their significance (hence “Z-stat” rather than “t-stat”). The as-

sociated hypothesis tests are sometimes called “Wald tests.”

The high individual p-values for -2 and -5 suggest that these features add

little information to the model beyond that provided by the other cell features.

So, we next try the following model:

logit(Pr(. =1)) = 10 + 11-1 + 13-3 + 14-4 + 16-6 + 17-7 + 18-8 + 19-9.
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Here are the results for this model:

Analysis of Deviance 0

Model Deviance df Chi-square Pr(> j2)

1 Regression 781.08 7 781.08 0.000 1

Residual 103.27 675

Total 884.35 682

0 Response variable: . .

1 Predictors: (Intercept), -1, -3, -4, -6, -7, -8, -9.

Parameters 0

Model Estimate Std. Error Z-stat Pr(> |Z|)

2 (Intercept) −9.983 1.126 −8.865 0.000

-1 0.534 0.141 3.793 0.000

-3 0.345 0.172 2.012 0.044

-4 0.342 0.119 2.873 0.004

-6 0.388 0.094 4.150 0.000

-7 0.462 0.168 2.746 0.006

-8 0.226 0.111 2.037 0.042

-9 0.531 0.324 1.637 0.102

0 Response variable: . .

We can formally determine whether -2 and -5 can be removed without
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significant loss of information by conducting a test analogous to the nested

model F-test of Section 3.3.4. Just as the nested model F-test in multiple

linear regression is an analysis of variance test, the nested model test for GLMs

is an analysis of deviance test (or likelihood ratio test). The first (complete)

model (with -2 and -5) has a residual deviance of 102.89, while the second

(reduced) model (without -2 and -5) has a residual deviance of 103.27. The

change in deviance (103.27 − 102.89 = 0.38) can be compared with a j2 (chi-

squared) distribution with 675 − 673 = 2 degrees of freedom to find a p-value

of 0.83 (see computer help #9 in the software information files available from

the book website; alternatively, some statistical software can perform this test

directly). This indicates that we cannot reject a null hypothesis stating that

the regression parameters for -2 and -5 are both zero, and it seems safe to

remove -2 and -5 from the model. Note that the degrees of freedom for this

test is equal to the number of predictors we are attempting to remove from the

model.

An analysis of deviance (or likelihood ratio) test can be used to test any

number of regression parameters in a GLM, including just one. However,

whereas using a nested model F-test to test one regression parameter in mul-

tiple linear regression is exactly equivalent to using an individual t-test, using

an analysis of deviance (or likelihood ratio) test for one regression parameter

in a GLM is not equivalent to using an individual Wald test. In general, the

analysis of deviance (or likelihood ratio) test is preferred over the Wald test

for testing a single GLM regression parameter. However, only the Wald test

can handle a one-tailed alternative hypothesis or test a parameter value other

than 0.

For the 7-predictor model in the breast cancer example, there is also a
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question mark over -9, which has an individual p-value of 0.102. However,

Pardoe and Cook [2002] demonstrate that removing -9 from the model is

problematic and they prefer to keep it in.

How can we interpret the regression parameter estimates in a logistic re-

gression analysis? Consider the estimate 1̂1 = 0.534 for -1 = clump thickness.

This means that if clump thickness increases (becomes more abnormal) by 1

unit (holding all else constant), then the natural logarithm of the odds (of

the tumor being malignant rather than benign) will increase by 0.534, and the

odds will be multiplied by exp(0.534) = 1.71. These exponentiated parameter

estimates are known as odds ratios. For another example, if -3 = cell shape

uniformity increases by 1 unit (holding all else constant), then the odds (of the

tumor being malignant) will be multiplied by exp(0.345)=1.41.

An odds ratio for an indicator variable would have a similar interpreta-

tion. For example, suppose the value 1 for an indicator variable in a logistic

regression model represented observations in category A (while the reference

level value 0 represented observations in category B). Then the exponentiated

parameter estimate (odds ratio) for the indicator variable represents the mul-

tiplicative change in the odds that . is 1 for category A observations relative

to category B observations (and all other predictors are held constant).

Finally, how well does our final fitted logistic regression model predict tu-

mor status in this dataset? We can gain insight into this question by considering

the scatterplot in Figure 7.1, which shows the binary response outcome (. =0

if benign, 1 if malignant) versus fitted probabilities (of malignant status) from

this model. Consider drawing a vertical line at probability 0.5 and classifying

all tumors to the left of this cut-off (< 0.5) as benign and all tumors to the

right of this cut-off (> 0.5) as malignant. This defines a “classification rule.”
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Figure 7.1: Scatterplot of binary response outcome (. =0 if benign, 1 if malignant)

versus fitted probabilities (of malignant status) from the second model for the breast

cancer example. The binary outcomes have been “jittered” vertically to enhance the

visual appearance of the plot.
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There are 11 tumors at the upper left of the plot that would be misclassified

as benign when they are actually malignant, and 10 tumors at the lower right

of the plot that would be misclassified as malignant when they are actually

benign. One way to summarize these results is in a “misclassification table:”

Classification

.̂ =0 .̂ =1

. =0 434 10
Reality

. =1 11 228

In this case, the cost of misclassifying a tumor as benign when it is actu-

ally malignant is potentially huge, leading to a potentially preventable death.

Conversely, the cost of misclassifying a tumor as malignant when it is actually

benign is much lower, leading to potentially unnecessary medical intervention,

but hopefully not death. We should therefore probably set any cut-off thresh-

old lower than 0.5 in this application. For example, consider moving the cut-off

to about 0.2. Now, there are just 3 malignant tumors at the upper left that

would be misclassified as benign, and 13 benign tumors at the lower right that

would be misclassified as malignant:

Classification

.̂ =0 .̂ =1

. =0 431 13
Reality

. =1 3 236
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In practice, a tumor with a fitted probability close to the cut-off probability

would probably result in a biopsy being performed to confirm the diagnosis.

By contrast, tumors with a fitted probability very close to 0 or 1 probably have

no need of an invasive biopsy—diagnosis of these tumors appears to be very

accurate based on the model results.

Logistic regression models the probability that a binary response variable,

., is 1 (rather than 0) as a function of the predictor variables.

• Logistic regression is an example of a generalized linear model (GLM).

• Statistical software estimates the logistic regression equation using max-

imum likelihood.

• The odds that . is 1 is defined as the probability that . is 1 divided

by the probability that . is 0. The logit form of the logistic regression

model expresses the natural logarithm of the odds that . is 1 as a linear

function of the predictors.

• An analysis of deviance test (or likelihood ratio test) uses the j2 (chi-

squared) distribution to test a subset of predictors in a logistic regression

model. The subset can be all, some, or just one of the predictors.

• A Wald test uses the normal distribution to test an individual predictor

in a logistic regression model.

• An exponentiated logistic regression parameter estimate is called the

odds ratio for the associated predictor.

– For a quantitative predictor, it represents the multiplicative change in

the odds that . is 1 when that predictor increases by one unit (and
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all other predictors are held constant).

– For an indicator variable, it represents the multiplicative change in

the odds that . is 1 for the category represented by that indicator

variable relative to the reference category (and all other predictors

are held constant).

• A classification rule in logistic regression classifies observations according

to the fitted probabilities that . is 1. The selected threshold probability

(e.g., 0.5) determines which observations to classify as 1 (above the

threshold) and which observations to classify as 0 (below the threshold).

The example in this section was a medical application, but binary response

outcomes are common in many fields of application. For example, consider

modeling the outcome of a contract bid as a success or failure, or predicting

whether a stock price will increase or decrease, or identifying if a current cus-

tomer will continue a service or cancel it. We have provided just a taste of the

power and flexibility of logistic regression modeling here. Many of the model

building issues we considered in Chapters 4 and 5 arise in this context, too; a

fine resource for exploring these topics in more depth is Hosmer and Lemeshow

[2013].

7.1.2. Poisson regression

Durham et al. [2004] analyzed wine demand at a restaurant, using economic

hedonic quantity models to evaluate the impact of objective factors (e.g., ori-

gin, varietal), sensory descriptors, and price, on the choice of restaurant wines.

The data were collected at a high-end restaurant over 19 weeks in 1998. The
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restaurant offers a wide selection of wines detailed in an extensive menu that

describes brand, vintage, origin, price, and sensory qualities. Sensory infor-

mation includes aroma, flavors, and “mouth feel” (e.g., dry, tannic, smooth,

creamy), with typical descriptors for aroma and taste, including fruits (berry,

lemon), flowers (apple, rose), and other food associations (herbal, honey).

Wine prices are generally based on expert quality assessments, with ad-

justments for varietal, origin, and market factors. Only rarely can the price

of a wine be said to reflect consumer valuation of its quality. Many wines can

appear to be greatly over- or underpriced due to the great variety of wines

available, supply variation, and a lack of good information on quality. This

study was conducted to explore whether wine demand, measured by quantity

sold in each of the 19 weeks, was possibly driven by the objective and sensory

descriptors on wine menus rather than simply price.

In this situation, the predictors (-1, -2, . . . ) are the wine features, and

the response outcome (.) is a count of the number of bottles of each wine

sold in each of the 19 weeks of the study; that is, the only possible values are

nonnegative integers (0, 1, 2, . . . ). It is inappropriate to use this as the response

variable in a multiple linear regression model, since the resulting residuals

would probably not satisfy the four usual linear regression assumptions (zero

mean, constant variance, normality, independence). For example, residual plots

would tend to look “clumpy” because the response variable is discrete but the

predictions are continuous. Instead, for count response outcomes like this, we

can use Poisson regression to see how the outcome might depend on the values

of the predictors.

Poisson regression models the natural logarithm of the expected value of
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response . as

log4 (E(. )) = 10 + 11-1 + 12-2 + · · · + 1: -: .

The presence of the natural logarithm transformation here ensures that the

expected value of the response . is positive. If the value of this equation is

high, then we expect a higher count for .. If the value of this equation is low,

then we expect a lower count for ..

As with logistic regression, we can use statistical software to estimate the

regression parameters (10, 11, etc.) for Poisson regression using maximum like-

lihood. Recall that maximum likelihood estimates are the values of the regres-

sion parameters that make the probability of observing the pattern of responses

and predictors in the dataset as large as possible. This probability is calculated

using formulas (not provided here) based on the Poisson distribution (a prob-

ability distribution for nonnegative integers, i.e., count data). Further details

are available in Agresti [2012] and Cameron and Trivedi [2014].

The full dataset for the original wine application consists of 47 red and 29

white wines. For the sake of illustration, the dataset considered here, available

in the WINEWHITE data file, consists of just the white wines, with response

variable, . = quantity sold (in bottles), quantitative predictor variable, - =

bottle price (in $), and the following indicator predictor variables:
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�1 = indicator for having the lowest price in a menu category

�2 = indicator for being available by the glass

�3 = indicator for Oregon Chardonnay (ref: California Chardonnay)

�4 = indicator for Oregon Pinot Gris (ref: California Chardonnay)

�5 = indicator for California other (ref: California Chardonnay)

�6 = indicator for Northwest other (ref: California Chardonnay)

�7 = indicator for French (ref: California Chardonnay)

�8 = indicator for body

�9 = indicator for finish

�10 = indicator for oak

�11 = indicator for rich

�12 = indicator for spice

�13 = indicator for buttery

�14 = indicator for creamy

�15 = indicator for dry

�16 = indicator for honey

�17 = indicator for melon

�18 = indicator for citrus

�19 = indicator for other tree fruit

�20 = indicator for tropical fruit

We first fit a Poisson regression model to these data using all the available

predictors. Some high individual p-values in the resulting software output (not
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shown) indicate predictors that may be redundant (given the presence of the

others). So, we next conduct an analysis of deviance (likelihood ratio) test to

see if we can remove the following eight indicator variables: �9, �11, �12, �13,

�16, �17, �19, and �20. The first (complete) model (with all possible predictors)

has a residual deviance of 492.17, while the second (reduced) model (without

these eight indicator variables) has a residual deviance of 495.23. We compare

the change in deviance (3.05) with a j2 distribution with 8 degrees of freedom

to find a p-value of 0.93. Thus we cannot reject a null hypothesis of zeros for

the eight corresponding regression parameters, and it seems safe to remove

those indicator variables from the model.

The reduced model has a reasonable fit to the data. Results are as follows:
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Parameters 0

Model Estimate Std. Error Z-stat Pr(> |Z|)

2 (Intercept) 2.204 0.431 5.117 0.000

- −0.084 0.015 −5.721 0.000

�1 −0.912 0.258 −3.530 0.000

�2 1.755 0.185 9.474 0.000

�3 −1.309 0.139 −9.442 0.000

�4 −0.844 0.126 −6.720 0.000

�5 −0.956 0.135 −7.105 0.000

�6 −0.910 0.149 −6.087 0.000

�7 −1.791 0.440 −4.069 0.000

�8 −0.767 0.242 −3.175 0.002

�10 1.035 0.344 3.007 0.003

�14 1.105 0.250 4.412 0.000

�15 0.648 0.195 3.321 0.001

�18 −0.858 0.272 −3.152 0.002

0 Response variable: . .

How can we interpret the regression parameter estimates in a Poisson re-

gression analysis? Consider the estimate 1̂1 =−0.084 for - = price. This means

that if price increases by 1 dollar (holding all else constant), then the natural

logarithm of the expected (average) quantity sold will decrease by 0.084, and

the expected quantity sold will be multiplied by exp(−0.084) = 0.920 (i.e., de-
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mand decreases to 92% of what it was before the price increase). For another

example, if a wine has the lowest price in its category on the menu (�1=1), then

the expected quantity sold will be multiplied by exp(−0.912) = 0.402 (relative

to an identical wine that does not have the lowest price in that category).

Looking at the results overall, none of the varietals are as popular as Cal-

ifornia Chardonnay (the reference varietal), since the parameter estimates for

�3 through �7 are all negative. The magnitudes of these estimates correspond

to the popularity of the other varietals: first Oregon Pinot Gris, then other

Northwest, then other California, then Oregon Chardonnay, and finally French

whites. There appears to be a recognition of varietals from U.S. regions where

those varietals are known for their quality. Favoritism for local wines (the

restaurant is located in Oregon) does not appear to extend to varieties in

which no local prominence has been achieved (such as Oregon Chardonnay).

Rather the local wines of positive reputation, for example, Oregon Pinot Gris,

appear to receive favor.

Wines that are available by the glass (�2) see increased demand beyond

that which could be expected from their relative price and origin–varietal infor-

mation. The price effect (- ) is negative (as economic theory expects)—higher

prices reduce demand, all else being equal. However, the low price variable

effect (�1) is also negative. This result may be because buying more expensive

wines can give the buyer more satisfaction, due to appearing more selective or

magnanimous, or at least to avoid giving the opposite impression. The low-price

variable could also be considered in the strategic sense for winemakers looking

for exposure through restaurant sales. It appears that being the lowest-priced

wine in your category is a disadvantage.

In terms of the sensory descriptors, “creamy” (�14) and “oak” (�10) are
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strongly positive, with “dry” (�15) somewhat positive. By contrast “body”

(�8) and “citrus” (�18) have negative effects. The remaining characteristics—

finish, rich, spice, buttery, honey, melon, tree fruit, and tropical fruit—were

removed from the final model due to their nonsignificance (and so might be con-

sidered mostly neutral). Full interpretation of these results is complicated by

whether consumers fully understand the descriptors and their typically strong

relation to certain varietals. For example, for white wines, oak is primarily

associated with Chardonnay developed in wooden barrels

Poisson regression models a count response variable, ., as a function of

the predictor variables.

• Poisson regression is an example of a generalized linear model (GLM).

• Statistical software estimates the Poisson regression equation using max-

imum likelihood.

• The Poisson regression model expresses the natural logarithm of the

expected value of . as a linear function of the predictors.

• An analysis of deviance test (or likelihood ratio test) uses the j2 (chi-

squared) distribution to test a subset of predictors in a Poisson regression

model.

• A Wald test uses the normal distribution to test an individual predictor

in a Poisson regression model.

• An exponentiated Poisson regression parameter estimate quantifies the

associated predictor effect on the expected value of ..

– For a quantitative predictor, it represents the multiplicative change
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in the expected value of . when that predictor increases by one unit

(and all other predictors are held constant).

– For an indicator variable, it represents the multiplicative change in

the expected value of . for the category represented by that indicator

variable relative to the reference category (and all other predictors are

held constant).

Although the fit of the Poisson model to the wine data is reasonable,

Durham et al. [2004] found that this model underpredicts the “zero” counts

in the dataset (weeks when no one bought a particular wine). They went on

to demonstrate the superior fit of some generalizations of the standard Pois-

son model, in particular, a zero inflated Poisson model [Lambert, 1992] and a

negative binomial model [see Agresti, 2012]. Overall conclusions were broadly

similar to those presented here, however.

7.2. Discrete choice models

Pardoe and Simonton [2008] analyzed data on award-winning movies from

1928 to 2006 to determine the extent to which the winner of the top prize

in the movie business, the Academy Award (or Oscar), is predictable. Each

year, hundreds of millions of people worldwide watch the TV broadcast of the

Oscars ceremony, at which the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

(AMPAS) honors film-making from the previous year. Almost 6,000 members

of AMPAS vote for the nominees and final winners of the Oscars, in a wide

range of categories for directing, acting, writing, editing, and so on. Oscars
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have been presented for outstanding achievement in film every year since 1928

and are generally recognized to be the premier awards of their kind.

The research cited focused on the goal of predicting the eventual winners

of Oscars from those nominated each year. In terms of data, since the goal was

to predict the eventual winner from a list of nominees, any information on the

nominees that is available before the announcement of the winner is potentially

useful, including other Oscar category nominations, previous nominations and

wins, and other (earlier) movie awards—these comprise the predictors (-1, -2,

. . . ).

There is one winner selected in each category each year from a discrete

set of nominees (usually, five), so the response outcome (.) records which of

the nominees is chosen (wins). We can use a discrete choice model to analyze

response outcomes such as this, to see how the outcome might depend on

the values of the predictor variables. While there are different types of discrete

choice model, many derive from the basic multinomial logit model of McFadden

[1974], which is the model we consider here.

In particular, the multinomial logit model considers the probability of each

object in the choice set (nominees in this application) being chosen. Let index 9

keep track of the objects in the choice set, �. Then the probability of choosing

the 9th object, Pr(. = 9), depends on the values of the predictor variables by

way of the following equation:

Pr(. = 9) =
exp(11-19 + 12-29 + · · · + 1: -: 9 )∑

ℎ∈� exp(11-1ℎ + 12-2ℎ + · · · + 1: -:ℎ)
. (7.2)

The index ℎ in the denominator of this equation runs through each of the

objects in the choice set, �. If the value of this equation is high (close to 1),

then object 9 is more likely to be chosen. If the value of this equation is low
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(close to 0), then object 9 is less likely to be chosen.

Although this model appears to be quite similar to the logistic regression

model considered in Section 7.1.1, here the predictor variables can take differ-

ent values for different objects in the choice set. This contrasts with logistic

regression where each of the two possible response outcomes is associated with

the same experimental unit. The multinomial logit model is also general enough

to permit the choice set to vary across different choice tasks, which in this case

are each of the award categories in each year.

As with logistic and Poisson regression, we can use statistical software to

estimate the regression parameters (10, 11, etc.) for the multinomial logit model

using maximum likelihood. Recall that maximum likelihood estimates are the

values of the regression parameters that make the probability of observing

the pattern of responses and predictors in the dataset as large as possible.

This probability is calculated using formulas (not provided here) based on the

multinomial distribution (a generalization of the binomial distribution for cat-

egorical data with more than two outcomes). Further details on the mechanics

of the multinomial logit model are available in Ben-Akiva and Lerman [1985],

Hensher et al. [2005], Louviere et al. [2000], and Train [2009].

The full dataset for the original Oscars application consisted of data from

1928 to 2006 for the four major awards: best picture, best director, best ac-

tor in a leading role, and best actress in a leading role. All data were ob-

tained from a reliable Internet source, namely “The Internet Movie Database”

(www.imdb.com). For the sake of illustration, the dataset considered here, avail-

able in the OSCARS data file, consists of just the best picture awards, with

the following response and predictor variables:
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Win = 1 if winning nominee, 0 if losing nominee

Nom = total number of Oscar nominations for the movie

�$3 = indicator for also receiving best director Oscar nomination

��3 = indicator for winning best picture (drama) Golden Globe

��< = indicator for winning best picture (musical/comedy) Golden Globe

�%6 = indicator for winning best picture Producers Guild award (Directors Guild pre-1989)

The Hollywood Foreign Press Association (a group of Southern California-

based international journalists) has awarded its Golden Globes every year since

1944 to honor achievements in film during the previous calendar year. Since

Oscars are presented some time after Golden Globes (up to two months later),

winning a Golden Globe often precedes winning an Oscar. The Directors Guild

of America has been awarding its honors for best motion picture director since

1949 (with all but two early awards made before the announcement of the

Oscars). Since 1989, the Producers Guild of America has been awarding its

honors to the year’s most distinguished producing effort (with all but the first

awarded before the announcement of the Oscars).

A multinomial logit model using these predictors produces a good fit to the

data. Results are as follows:
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Parameters 0

Model Estimate Std. Error Chi-square Pr(> j2)

1 Nom 0.285 0.085 11.286 0.001

�$3 2.066 0.654 9.988 0.002

��3 0.709 0.388 3.340 0.068

��< 0.853 0.590 2.087 0.149

�%6 1.798 0.367 24.001 0.000

0 Response variable: Win.

This output is similar to that for linear regression, the only difference being

that the test statistics are calculated by dividing the parameter estimates by

their standard errors and then squaring the resulting ratio. These “j2 statis-

tics” then use the j2 distribution to determine their significance. Using this

criterion, there is perhaps a slight question mark over including ��< in the

model, but we conclude in this case that there is little harm in leaving it in.

To interpret the parameter estimates, consider the following equation de-

rived from the probability equation (7.2):

log

(
Pr(. =0)
Pr(. =1)

)
= 11(-10 − -11) + 12(-20 − -21) + · · · + 1: (-:0 − -:1).

Here Pr(. = 0)/Pr(. = 1) is the odds of choosing nominee 0 over nominee 1.

Conditional on the choice being 0 or 1, a predictor variable’s effect depends

on the difference in the variable’s values for those choices. If the values are the

same, then the variable has no effect on the choice between 0 and 1.

Consider the estimate 1̂1=0.285 for Nom = total number of Oscar nomina-
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tions for the movie. This means that if nominee 0 has one more nomination

than nominee 1 (holding all else constant), then the natural logarithm of the

odds (of choosing 0 over 1) will increase by 0.285, and the odds will be mul-

tiplied by exp(0.285) = 1.33. An exponentiated parameter estimate like this is

called the odds ratio for the associated predictor (so 1.33 is the odds ratio for

the predictor Nom).

For another example, if nominee 0 has a best director Oscar nomination

but nominee 1 does not (holding all else constant), then the odds (of choos-

ing 0 over 1) will be multiplied by exp(2.066) = 7.89. The other odds ratios

are exp(0.709) = 2.03 for having won the best picture (drama) Golden Globe,

exp(0.853)=2.35 for having won the best picture (musical or comedy) Golden

Globe, and exp(1.798) = 6.04 for having won the Producers Guild award (or

Directors Guild award pre-1989).

Discrete choice models analyze a multinomial response variable, ., as a

function of the predictor variables. For each choice set, . has the value 1

for one object in the choice set and 0 for all the others.

• The multinomial logit model is an example of a discrete choice model.

• Statistical software estimates the multinomial logit equation using max-

imum likelihood.

• We can use the j2 (chi-squared) distribution to test an individual pre-

dictor in a multinomial logit model.

• An exponentiated multinomial logit parameter estimate is called the

odds ratio for the associated predictor.

– Suppose one object (0) in the choice set has a value of a particular
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quantitative predictor that is 1 unit higher than another object (1) in

the choice set and all other predictors are the same. The odds ratio

for the quantitative predictor represents the multiplicative change in

the odds of choosing object 0 over object 1.

– Suppose one object (0) in the choice set is in one category (repre-

sented by an indicator variable with value 1) and another object (1)

in the choice set is in the reference category (represented by the indi-

cator variable having value 0) and all other predictors are the same.

The odds ratio for the indicator variable represents the multiplicative

change in the odds of choosing object 0 over object 1.

Pardoe and Simonton [2008] also looked at how patterns of winning versus

losing nominees have changed over time. For example, the importance of re-

ceiving a best director nomination (for best picture nominees) has tended to

increase over time; the Golden Globes have remained useful predictors of fu-

ture Oscar success since their inception, with musicals and comedies appearing

to hold an advantage over dramas in the 1960s and 1970s, dramas dominating

in the 1980s and 1990s, and both awards roughly equivalent in recent years;

and Guild awards have increasingly enabled quite accurate prediction of best

picture winners. Overall, multinomial logit modeling of the four major awards

(best picture, best director, best actor in a leading role, and best actress in

a leading role) over the 30 years 1977–2006 has been able to correctly pre-

dict 95 winners out of the 120 major awards, or 79%. Prediction accuracy has

improved further since Pardoe and Simonton published their research, with

correct prediction of 98 out of 120 awards (82%) over the 30 years 1982–2011.

The analysis in Pardoe and Simonton [2008] used a different method than
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maximum likelihood to estimate the multinomial model parameters, a method

known as Bayesian inference. In this particular application, overall conclusions

are broadly similar whichever method is used. In Section 7.4 we discuss how

the Bayesian approach to statistical inference contrasts with the “frequentist”

approach that lies behind maximum likelihood.

7.3. Multilevel models

Price et al. [1996] analyzed levels of radon gas in homes clustered within coun-

ties [see also Lin et al., 1999, Price and Gelman, 2006]. Radon is a carcinogen—a

naturally occurring radioactive gas whose decay products are also radioactive—

known to cause lung cancer in high concentration and estimated to cause sev-

eral thousand lung cancer deaths per year in the United States. The distri-

bution of radon levels in U.S. homes varies greatly, with some homes having

dangerously high concentrations. In order to identify the areas with high radon

exposures, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency coordinated radon mea-

surements in each of the 50 states.

For the sake of illustration, the dataset considered here, available in the

MNRADON data file, contains radon measurements for 919 homes in the

85 counties of Minnesota. Radon comes from underground and can enter more

easily when a home is built into the ground. So, one potentially useful predictor

of the radon level in a home is an indicator for whether the measurement was

taken in a basement. We also have an important county-level predictor, a

measurement of the average soil uranium content in each county.

Consider analyzing the radon measurements in a simple linear regression

model with the basement indicator as the predictor (i.e., ignoring any sys-
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tematic variation between counties). This seems oversimplistic, particularly

as we’re specifically interested in identifying counties with high-radon homes

(which would be impossible to do using such a model).

One possible way to incorporate county-level information in the analysis

is to include indicator variables for each of the counties in a multiple linear

regression model. In this case, such a model would have 84 county indicators

(the 85th county would be the reference level), together with the basement

indicator. This seems overcomplicated, since this model essentially fits a sepa-

rate regression line to each county, some of which have very small sample sizes.

For example, one county has a sample size of just two—the resulting estimate

for that county is going to be hard to trust.

Multilevel models, which have a long history that predates this application,

provide a compromise between these two extremes of ignoring county varia-

tion and modeling each of the counties separately. Such models allow us to

fit a regression to the individual measurements while accounting for system-

atic unexplained variation among the 85 counties. In particular, one possible

multilevel model for this dataset starts with the following linear regression

equation:

E(. ) = 109 + 11-,

where . is the logarithm of the radon measurement in a particular home in

a particular county, - is the indicator for whether the measurement was in a

basement, and 9 indexes the counties. It is the fact that the regression param-

eter 109 has a 9 in its subscript that allows this model to account for variation

among the 85 counties.

Consider estimating the regression parameters in this equation. If the 85

regression parameters are constrained to be equal (to a single value 10), then
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this equation becomes the simple linear regression model discussed above. On

the other hand, if we estimate these 85 regression parameters as a multiple

linear regression model using least squares, then this equation becomes the 85

separate models also discussed above. To provide a compromise between these

two extremes, we use a second-level model for the 109 regression parameters

themselves:

109 ∼ Normal(10, B
2
1
).

In essence, the 109 parameters can vary from county to county by way of

a normal distribution with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of B1 . If

the standard deviation B1 was constrained to be 0, then we would be back

in the simple linear regression setting, where each 109 is fixed at 10. If the

standard deviation B1 was constrained to be “infinite,” then we would be back

in the second setting above, where each 109 is estimated separately. However,

multilevel modeling allows the standard deviation B1 to be estimated from the

data, thus providing the compromise between these two extremes.

In practice, we can use statistical software to estimate the 109 parameters,

and it turns out for the multilevel model that these estimates are between the

simple linear regression estimate for 10 and the estimates obtained from fitting

85 separate models. For counties with a small sample size (i.e., few homes),

the multilevel estimate of 109 tends to be close to the simple linear regression

estimate for 10, since there is little information for that county and the model

pays more attention to the information available for all the other counties

combined. Conversely, for counties with a large sample size, the multilevel

estimate of 109 tends to be close to the separate models estimate, since there is

a large amount of information for that county and the model pays less attention

to the information available for all the other counties combined.
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We can extend this basic multilevel model in a number of different ways:

• We can allow other regression parameters in the first-level model to vary by

county; for example, the basement indicator parameter, 11, in our application

becomes 119 . This means that there are now two parts to the second-level

model—one for 109 , the other for 119 .

• We can introduce county-level predictors to the second-level model, for ex-

ample,, = the natural logarithm of the county-level uranium measurement.

• We can add further levels to the model if appropriate. For example, if we

were to analyze multiple radon measurements within homes, there would be

three levels: measurements, homes, and counties.

To illustrate, consider the first two of these extensions. The first-level model

is

E(. ) = 109 + 119 -,

while the second-level model is

©«
109

119

ª®®¬ ∼ Normal


©«
200 + 201,9

210 + 211,9

ª®®¬ ,
©«

B2
10

A (10,11)B10B11

A (10,11)B10B11 B2
11

ª®®¬
 .

Here, the second-level model includes the county-level predictor, ,, and 200,

201, 210, and 211 are the second-level model regression parameters. Also, B10 is

the standard deviation of 109 , B11 is the standard deviation of 101, and A (10,11)

is the correlation between 109 and 119 .

We can use statistical software to estimate all these parameters. It is possi-

ble to use maximum likelihood methods to accomplish this, although Bayesian

methods—see Section 7.4—have perhaps become more common for multilevel

models in recent times.
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Multilevel models allow predictor variables to be measured at different

levels. For example, in a dataset of individual objects organized into groups,

we can have individual-level predictors and group-level predictors.

• An individual-level model could look like a multiple linear regression

model that uses the individual-level predictors, but with one or more of

the regression parameters indexed by group.

• A group-level model using the group-level predictors can be applied to

such parameters.

• Statistical software estimates multilevel models using maximum likeli-

hood or Bayesian methods.

Gelman and Pardoe [2006] used a Bayesian approach to estimate this

model. Their analysis confirms that the presence of a basement is associated

with an increased level of radon in a home, and that homes in counties with

higher levels of uranium are associated with higher levels of radon. This finding

is no great surprise, however—the real point of the analysis is getting better

estimates for individual counties, especially those with small samples. In partic-

ular, the inclusion of the county-level uranium predictor in the model improves

the precision of the results, with uranium differences between counties helping

to explain not only systematic county differences in radon levels, but also base-

ment effects on those radon levels. Nevertheless, much of the overall variation in

radon levels across homes throughout Minnesota remains unexplained by this

model, and there are important factors other than basements and underlying

uranium levels that affect the radon level. Further information—including a

tool to determine whether you should test your home for radon (based on fac-
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tors that were determined to be important through regression modeling)—is

available at www.stat.columbia.edu/∼radon/.

The preceding discussion provides just a glimpse of the possibilities offered

by multilevel modeling. There are a number of excellent books that describe

this area of regression modeling in more depth: for example, Gelman and Hill

[2006], Hox et al. [2017], Kreft and De Leeuw [1998], Raudenbush and Bryk

[2002], Snijders and Bosker [2011]. When looking for further information, note

that multilevel models are also sometimes known as hierarchical models, vari-

ance components models, random effects models, or mixed effects models [see

also Pinheiro and Bates, 2000].

7.4. Bayesian modeling

In this section we briefly introduce the Bayesian approach to statistical in-

ference (in contrast to the frequentist approach used in the rest of the book).

While frequentist methods dominate in many statistical applications, Bayesian

methods are becoming more widely used, particularly in more complex model-

ing situations. The purpose of this section is to provide some discussion of how

Bayesian inference differs from frequentist inference, and why this alternative

approach might be preferred in some circumstances.

7.4.1. Frequentist inference

For the purpose of illustration, consider a random sample of = data values,

represented by .1, .2, . . . , .=, that comes from a normal population distribution

with a mean, E(. ), and a standard deviation, SD(. ). Suppose that we know
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the value of SD(. ) (let’s say that it is () and we wish to estimate E(. ) based

on our sample. Although assuming that we know SD(. ) is uncommon, this will

simplify the following discussion without compromising the overall ideas. The

normal version of the central limit theorem in Section 1.4.1 ensures that the

sampling distribution of sample means, ". , is a normal distribution with mean

E(. ) and standard deviation (/
√
=. Thus, the observed sample mean,<. , is an

unbiased estimate of E(. ), and the standard deviation of this estimate ((/
√
=)

happens to be the smallest out of all possible unbiased estimators of E(. ).

The resulting confidence interval for E(. ) is<. ±Z-percentile((/
√
=). (This

differs from the confidence interval we saw in Chapter 1 because there we used

the sample standard deviation, B. , in place of (, and the t-distribution in place

of the normal distribution.) For example, using the normal table in Section 13,

a 95% confidence interval for E(. ) is <. ± 1.96((/
√
=). The (frequentist) inter-

pretation of this interval is that if we were to take a large number of random

samples of size = from our population and calculate a 95% confidence interval

for each, then 95% of those confidence intervals would contain the (unknown)

E(. ). This is not quite the same as saying there is a 95% probability that E(. )

is in the particular interval calculated for our single sample.

We can also conduct a hypothesis test for E(. ) in this context, let’s say

an upper-tail test for the sake of argument. To do so, we first calculate the

value of a test statistic, in this case Z-statistic = (<. −E(. ))/((/
√
=), where

E(. ) is the value in the null hypothesis. (Again, this differs from the t-statistic

we saw in Chapter 1 because there we used the sample standard deviation,

B. , in place of (.) The corresponding p-value is then the probability that in

repeated samples we would obtain a test statistic value as large as (or larger

than) the calculated value, under the assumption that the null hypothesis is
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true. A small p-value suggests that the data we have appear unusual under

the null hypothesis, which in turn suggests that the alternative hypothesis is

more plausible than the null (either that, or the null hypothesis was true and

we happened to get an unlucky sample). This is not quite the same as saying

that the p-value measures the probability that the null hypothesis is true.

7.4.2. Bayesian inference

In general, the Bayesian approach to inference starts with a probability distri-

bution that describes our knowledge about population parameters [like E(. )]

before collecting any data, and then updates this distribution using observed

data. A Bayesian approach to the example in the preceding section starts off in

much the same way. We have a random sample of = data values, represented by

.1, .2, . . . , .=, that comes from a normal population distribution with a mean

of E(. ) and a standard deviation of SD(. ). Suppose that we know SD(. ) =(

and we wish to estimate E(. ) based on our sample. To see how the Bayesian

approach tackles this problem we need to introduce some new terminology.

• We’ll call the normal distribution assumed for the data 5 (.1, .2, . . . , .= |

E(. )), which in words is the “conditional distribution of the data given

E(. )” (also sometimes called the “likelihood function”).

• We’ll call our knowledge about E(. ) before collecting the data 5 (E(. )),

which in words is the “prior distribution of E(. ).”

The notation 5 here represents whichever probability distribution we are using

in each case. For the data, this is the normal distribution, while for the prior,

a convenient choice is another normal distribution, say, with mean "0 and

variance (2
0 (we return to this issue later).
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To update our knowledge about E(. ) using the observed data, .1, .2, . . . , .=,

we use a probability calculation known as Bayes’ rule to calculate the “posterior

distribution of E(. )”:

5 (E(. ) |.1, .2, . . . , .=) =
5 (.1, .2, . . . , .= |E(. )) 5 (E(. ))

5 (.1, .2, . . . , .=)
,

where 5 (.1, .2, . . . , .=) is the marginal distribution of the data and can be de-

rived from 5 (.1, .2, . . . , .= |E(. )) and 5 (E(. )). For our example, the posterior

distribution of E(. ) resulting from this calculation is another normal distribu-

tion, with the following mean and variance:

mean = "= =

=

(2
<. +

1

(2
0

"0

=

(2
+ 1

(2
0

, variance = (2
= =

1

=

(2
+ 1

(2
0

. (7.3)

In other words, the posterior mean for E(. ) is a weighted average of the sample

mean,<. , and the prior mean, "0. If our prior information is very vague (large

prior variance, (2
0), then the posterior mean is determined primarily by the

data; that is, the posterior mean is very close to the sample mean, <. . If,

on the other hand, our prior information is very precise (small prior variance,

(2
0), then the posterior mean is heavily influenced by the prior mean, "0. This

provides some insight into selection of the prior distribution. It should have a

large variance if we have little information about likely values for E(. ) before

collecting the data. Conversely, it should have a small variance if we are more

certain about likely values for E(. ) before collecting the data (and the prior

mean should also reflect those likely values).

To connect these Bayesian results back to the preceding section, consider a

situation in which our prior information is extremely vague, so that the prior
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variance, (2
0 , is extremely large. Alternatively, consider a situation in which

the sample size, =, is extremely large. Either way, the posterior distribution

of E(. ) is then essentially normal with mean <. and variance (2/=. This is

somewhat similar to the (frequentist) sampling distribution of sample means,

". , which is normal with mean E(. ) and variance (2/=. The distinction is

that the roles of ". and E(. ) are different in the two approaches. Next we

see how this affects the interpretation of confidence intervals and hypothesis

testing using the Bayesian approach.

The posterior distribution enables us to calculate intervals, called posterior

intervals or credible sets, that contain E(. ) with any particular probability. For

example, a 95% posterior interval for E(. ) is "=±1.96×(=, where "= and (2
= are

the posterior mean and variance defined in (7.3). With the Bayesian approach,

it is permissible to say that for any given dataset, E(. ) lies in the calculated

interval with 95% probability. The posterior distribution also enables us to

calculate the posterior probability that E(. ) is larger or smaller than some

hypothesized value. Decisions regarding the plausibility of different hypotheses

are then reasonably straightforward. These probability calculations contrast

with the definition of a p-value used in frequentist hypothesis testing.

As alluded to above, a difficulty with applying Bayesian methods in practice

is specifying a prior distribution before you start. In large samples, the question

is often moot because the data part of the posterior distribution calculation

can outweigh the prior part enough that the prior plays little role in the final

result. Furthermore, in practice, Bayesian analysts can often select sufficiently

vague prior distributions that the final results are reasonably robust to the

exact specification of the prior. As discussed earlier, in simple problems (such

as estimating E(. ) in a univariate normal population), a Bayesian approach
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with either a large sample size or a sufficiently vague prior leads to results

similar to those using the frequentist approach.

Nevertheless, in more complex situations, the Bayesian approach can offer

some distinct advantages over the frequentist approach. In some circumstances,

useful prior information is available, and the Bayesian approach provides a rig-

orous method for updating that information in the light of new data. In other

circumstances, the nature of the model to be used lends itself naturally to

a Bayesian approach. A good example of this is the multilevel modeling de-

scribed in Section 7.3. There, the second-level models (for the county param-

eters) are analogous to Bayesian prior distributions. With more sophisticated

modeling like this, the calculation of posterior distributions is usually not as

straightforward as it was for the univariate normal example discussed above.

Much Bayesian modeling requires computer-intensive simulation techniques,

although software to implement this is becoming more widespread and easy to

use.

The preceding discussion is based on Stern [1998]; Bolstad [2016] and Lee

[2012] are good additional introductions to Bayesian inference. Some excellent

textbooks on Bayesian modeling include Carlin and Louis [2008], Gelman et al.

[2013], and Rossi et al. [2006].
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Problems
“Computer help” refers to the numbered items in the software information files

available from the book website. There are brief answers to the even-numbered

problems in Appendix F.

1. Consider the PHONE data file. Here, Purch records whether a potential

customer purchased a cellphone (0 indicates no, 1 indicates yes), Male rep-

resents gender (0 indicates female, 1 indicates male), and Score is a score

out of 10 based on past purchasing behavior. The sample size is ==99.

(a) Use statistical software to fit the logistic regression model

log

(
Pr(Purch =1)

1−Pr(Purch =1)

)
= 10 + 11Male + 12Score .

Write out the estimated regression equation.

(b) Are both predictor variables in the model significant at a 5% significance

level?

(c) Calculate and interpret the odds ratio for 1̂1.

(d) Calculate the estimated odds that Purch =1 for a female with Score =8.

(e) Calculate the estimated odds that Purch =1 for a male with Score =8.

(f) Divide your answer to part (e) by your answer to part (d) and confirm

that this calculation is equal to your answer to part (c).

(g) Calculate and interpret the odds ratio for 1̂2.

(h) Calculate the estimated odds that Purch =1 for a female with Score =9.

(i) Divide your answer to part (h) by your answer to part (d) and confirm

that this calculation is equal to your answer to part (g).

(j) Calculate the estimated probability that Purch = 1 for a female with

Score =9.
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(k) Summarize the results of this logistic regression analysis in a “misclas-

sification table” that shows phone purchases classified correctly and

incorrectly and non-purchases classifed correctly and incorrectly. Use

a cut-off threshold probability of 0.5 to determine the classification

rule. How many actual purchases are misclassified as predicted non-

purchases? How many actual non-purchases are misclassified as pre-

dicted purchases?

2. Consider the GRADSCHOOL data file. Here, Offer records whether a grad-

uate school applicant was given an admission offer (0 indicates no, 1 indi-

cates yes), Exam measures the applicant’s entrance exam score, and Gpa

measures the applicant’s undergraduate grade point average. The sample

size is ==70.

(a) Use statistical software to fit the logistic regression model

log

(
Pr(Offer =1)

1−Pr(Offer =1)

)
= 10 + 11Exam + 12Gpa .

Write out the estimated regression equation.

(b) Calculate and interpret the odds ratio for 1̂1.

(c) Calculate the estimated odds that Offer = 1 for an applicant with

Exam =80 and Gpa =3.6.

(d) Calculate the estimated odds that Offer = 1 for an applicant with

Exam =81 and Gpa =3.6.

(e) Divide your answer to part (d) by your answer to part (c) and confirm

that this calculation is equal to your answer to part (b).

(f) Calculate the estimated probability that Offer =1 for an applicant with

Exam =80 and Gpa =3.6.
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(g) Summarize the results of this logistic regression analysis in a “misclas-

sification table” that shows offers classified correctly and incorrectly

and non-offers classifed correctly and incorrectly. Use a cut-off thresh-

old probability of 0.5 to determine the classification rule. How many

actual offers are misclassified as predicted non-offers? How many actual

non-offers are misclassified as predicted offers?
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